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Abstra t

A model for the spe i ation and analysis of ommuni ation proto ols alled
Systems of Communi ating Ma hines is used to spe ify an IEEE 802.11 Point
Coordination Fun tion proto ol, and to analyze it for safety and ertain restri ted liveness properties. The model uses a ombination of nite state mahines and variables in the spe i ation of ea h ma hine, and the ommuniation between ma hines is a omplished through shared variables. Enabling
predi ates and a tions are asso iated with ea h transition; the enabling predi ates determine when a transition may be taken, and the a tions alter the
variable values as the network progresses.
One of the advantages whi h this model has over most other formal des ription te hniques is that simultaneous transitions are allowed. Another advantage
is the use of shared variables rather than FIFO queues for ommuni ation between ma hines. This allows the modeling of the shared medium as a single
shared variable variable between all ommuni ating pro esses.
Unlike the SDL language whi h is used in the spe i ation of the 802.11
standard, the Systems of Communi ating Ma hines model is more ompa t,
easier to understand, and easier to analyze for safety and liveness.
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1 Introdu tion
Wireless ommuni ations are an emerging te hnology and are be oming an
essential feature of everyday's life. Eventually, ea h devi e will have a wireless
interfa e (e.g. laptops, ameras, phones et .). The need in wireless a ess to
lo al networks grows with the number mobile devi es su h as notebooks and
PDAs, as well as with the desire users to be onne ted to a network without
dealing with a network able. A ording to fore asts [1℄, in 2003 there will be
more than a billion of mobile devi es, and the wireless LAN (WLAN) market
is estimated to be more than two billion of dollars by 2002. The
IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard is the most widely used WLAN standard
today. The IEEE 802.11 standard overs the MAC (Medium A ess Control)
sub-layer and the physi al layer of the OSI (Open System Inter onne tion)
referen e model. The IEEE 802.11 standard provides for three variations of
the physi al layer. These in lude Dire t Sequen e Spread Spe trum (DSSS),
Frequen y Hopped Spread Spe trum (FHSS), and Infrared (IR). In pra ti e,
only the rst two, DSSS and FHSS, have any signi ant presen e in the market.
The DSSS and FHSS PHY options were designed to operate in the 2.4GHz ISM
(Industrial, S ienti and Medi al) band. The 2.4GHz ISM band is parti ularly
attra tive be ause it enjoys worldwide allo ations for unli ensed operation.
The MAC layer supports two servi es: Distributed Coordination Fun tion
(DCF) and Point Coordination Fun tion (PCF). The DCF is an asyn hronous
data transmission fun tion, whi h best suits delay insensitive data (e.g. email,
ftp). It is the only possible fun tion in ad-ho networks, and an be either ex lusive or ombined with PCF when used in an infrastru ture network (equipped
with an AP). The PCF best suits delay sensitive data transmissions (e.g. realtime audio/video).
In this paper, we provide a formal model of the PCF servi e of the MAC
proto ol using a Systems of Communi ation Ma hines [2℄ spe i ation and analyze it for safety and liveness properties. Unlike the original standard whi h is
formalized using the SDL-92 language, a Systems of Communi ation Ma hines
spe i ation is more ompa t, easier to understand, and easier to analyze for
safety and liveness.
The balan e of this se tion gives an introdu tion to the IEEE 802.11 WLAN
proto ol and the PCF servi e proto ol. In se tion 2 the de nition of the Systems
of Communi ation Ma hines model is given. Se tion 3 provides the Systems
of Communi ation Ma hines model for the PCF proto ol. The analysis of the
proto ol is given in se tion 4. Finally, the on lusions and future work are given
in se tion 5.

1.1 IEEE 802.11 Standard
The 802.11 proto ol [3, 4℄ works on two lower layers of the ISO/OSI model:
the physi al layer and the MAC layer(Figure 1). Any network appli ations,
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Figure 1: Levels of the ISO/OSI model and their orresponden e with the 802.11
standard.
network operating system or proto ol (e.g., TCP/IP) will work in the 802.11
network.
1.1.1

Operating modes

The 802.11 deals with two types of equipment - a lient whi h is a omputer
equipped with a wireless Network Interfa e Card (NIC), and an A ess point
(AP) whi h serves as a bridge between a wireless and a wired network. An
a ess point usually ontains a trans eiver, a wired network interfa e (802.3)
and software for data pro essing.
The IEEE 802.11 standard has two operating modes of a network: point-topoint (Independent) mode and infrastru ture mode. In the independent mode
(Figure 2) a wireless network onsists of at least one a ess point onne ted
to a wired network, and a set of wireless terminal stations. Su h ombinations
are alled Basi Servi e Set (BSS). Two or more BSSs whi h make a single
subnetwork form an Extended Servi e Set (ESS). Sin e most of wireless stations
require an a ess to le servers, printers, and the Internet available in a wired
LAN, they will work in the infrastru ture mode.
The Independent mode (referred to as the Independent BSS, IBSS) is a
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Figure 2: Ar hite ture of the ESS mode.
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Figure 3: Ar hite ture of the IBSS mode.
simple network where stations are onne ted dire tly, without a spe ial a ess
point (Figure 3).
1.1.2

Physi al layer

The physi al layer deals with two wide-band radio-frequen y transfer methods
and one in the infrared range. The radio frequen y methods, whi h are the
pra ti al ones, work in the ISM at 2.4 GHz.
The 802.11 standard uses the Dire t Sequen e Spread Spe trum method
and Frequen y Hopping Spread Spe trum method. These methods are in ompatible.
In the FHSS method the 2.4 GHz band is divided into 79 hannels of 1 MHz.
The sender and re eiver mat h the hop pattern of swit hing the hannels and
data are transferred su essively in di erent hannels a ording to the hosen
pattern. Ea h data transfer pro ess in the 802.11 network is implemented
a ording to a di erent hop pattern, and the hop patterns are developed so as
to minimize the probability of usage of the same hannel simultaneously by two
senders. The FHSS method allows a very simple onstru tion of a trans eiver,
but it is limited to 2 Mbps speed.
The DSSS method divides the 2.4 GHz range into 14 overlapping hannels
(there are 11 hannels available in the USA). Ea h hannel has a bandwidth
of about 20 MHz regardless of the data rate. This means that only three
hannels an be used at one pla e. Data are transferred in one of these hannels
without swit hing to others. To ompensate the unwanted noise a Barker's 11bit sequen e is used: ea h data bit of a user is onverted into 11 bits of data
for transmission. Su h high redundan y for ea h bit in reases the reliability of
transmission onsiderably, with the power of a signal transferred being mu h
lower. Even if a part of a signal is lost, it will be re overed, in most of the
ases. This minimizes the number of repeated data transmissions.
Details about the IR method an be found in [3℄.
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1.1.3

MAC layer

The MAC layer of the IEEE 802.11 proto ol supports two servi es: Distributed
Coordination Fun tion (DCF) and Point Coordination Fun tion (PCF). DCF is
the basi medium a ess in IEEE 802.11. It is part of the family of CSMA/CAbased medium a ess proto ols. Transmissions are separated by inter pa ket
gaps known as Inter Frame Spa es (IFS). Channel a ess is granted based on
di erent priority lasses. These lasses are mapped on di erent gap durations:
Distributed-IFS (DIFS, also known as DCF inter-frame spa e), Priority-IFS
(PIFS, also known as PCF inter-frame spa ing), and Short-IFS (SIFS), with
SIFS being the shortest (highest priority) and DIFS being the longest (lowest
priority). Stations (STAs) sense the medium to determine if it is idle. If so the
STA may transmit. However if it is busy, ea h STA waits until transmission
stops, and then enters into a random ba k o pro edure. This prevents multiple
STAs from seizing the medium immediately after ompletion of the pre eding
transmission. Pa ket re eption in DCF requires a knowledgment. The period
between ompletion of pa ket transmission and start of the ACK frame is one
SIFS. Fast a knowledgment is one of the salient features of the 802.11 standard,
be ause it requires ACKs to be handled at the MAC sublayer. Transmissions
other than ACKs must wait at least a DIFS before transmitting data. If a
transmitter senses a busy medium, it determines a random ba k-o period
by setting an internal timer. After medium be omes idle, STAs wishing to
transmit wait a DIFS plus an integer number of Slot Times depending on
the timer setting (0 to 7 on rst attempt). Upon expiration of a DIFS, the
timer begins to de rement. If the timer rea hes zero, the STA may begin
transmission. However, if the hannel is seized by another STA before the
timer rea hes zero, the timer setting is retained at the de remented value for
subsequent transmission.
If a transmission is not a knowledged, the pa ket may not have been reeived due to a ollision. On a se ond attempt, the random ba k-o window is
in reased to 15 Slot Times. The window is doubled on ea h su essive attempt
up to a maximum value of 256 Slot Times. Una knowledged pa kets may be
due to a failure in re eption of the pa ket, or in failure to re eive an ACK. Either ase is indistinguishable to the sending STA and the same retransmission
pro edure is followed. The method des ribed above relies on the ability of ea h
STA to sense signals from all other STAs within the BSS. This approa h is referred to as Physi al Carrier Sense. The underlying assumption that every STA
an hear all other STAs is not always valid. Consider, for example, Figure 4;
nodes A and C annot hear ea h others transmission, however, both will ollide
at station C. This is know as the Hidden Node problem. In order to ombat
this problem, a se ond arrier sense me hanism, Virtual Carrier Sense, is des ribed in the standard. Virtual Carrier Sense is implemented by reserving the
medium for a spe i ed period of time for an impending transmission. This is
most ommonly a hieved by use of RTS/CTS frames. The RTS frame ontains
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Figure 4: Hidden Node Problem.
a duration/ID eld whi h spe i es a period of time for whi h the medium is
reserved for a subsequent transmission. The reservation information is stored
in the Network Allo ation Ve tor (NAV) of all STAs dete ting the RTS frame.
Upon re eipt of the RTS, the AP responds with a CTS frame, whi h also ontains a duration/ID eld spe ifying the period of time for whi h the medium is
reserved. All stations that did not hear the RTS frame will dete t the CTS and
update its NAV a ordingly. Thus, ollision is avoided even though some nodes
are hidden from other STAs. The RTS/CTS pro edure is invoked a ording to
a user spe i ed parameter. It an be used always, never, or for pa kets whi h
ex eed an arbitrarily de ned length.
As mentioned above, DCF is the basi media a ess ontrol method for
802.11 and it is mandatory for all STAs. An optional extension to DCF is
the Point Coordination Fun tion (PCF). PCF works in onjun tion with DCF
as shown in Figure 5. PCF was in luded spe i ally to a ommodate time
bounded onne tion-oriented servi es su h as ordless telephony. Details about
the PCF proto ol is given in the next se tion.
The authors of the 802.11 standard allowed for the possibility that the
wireless media, distribution system, and wired LAN infrastru ture would all
use di erent address spa es. IEEE 802.11 only spe i es addressing for over the
wireless medium, though it was intended spe i ally to fa ilitate integration
with IEEE 802.3 wired Ethernet LANs. IEEE 802 48-bit addressing s heme
was therefore adopted for 802.11, thereby maintaining address ompatibility
with the entire family of IEEE 802 standards. In the vast majority of installations, the distribution system is an IEEE 802 wired LAN and all three logi al
addressing spa es are identi al.
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Figure 5: DCF/PCF Intera tion.

1.2 PCF Proto ol
Point Coordinator Fun tion (PCF) is a entralized, polling-based a ess me hanism whi h requires the presen e of a base station that a ts as Point Coordinator (PC). If PCF is to be used, time is divided into superframes where
ea h superframe onsists of a ontention period where DCF is used, and a
ontention-free period (CFP) where PCF is used. The CFP is started by a
bea on frame sent by the base station, using the ordinary DCF a ess method.
Therefore, the CFP may be shortened sin e the base station has to ontend for
the medium. During the CFP, the PC polls ea h station in its polling list (the
high priority stations), when they are lear to a ess the medium. To ensure
that no DCF stations are able to interrupt this mode of operation, the interframe spa e between PCF data frames (PIFS) is shorter than the usual IFS
(DIFS). To prevent starvation of stations that are not allowed to send during
the CFP, there must always be room for at least one maximum length frame
to be sent during the ontention period.
In PCF mode the a ess point uses a Round-Robin s heduler to poll stations
in the wireless ell. Stations that have been polled shall always respond to a
poll. If there is no pending transmission, the response shall be a null frame
ontaining no payload. If the CFP terminates before all stations have been
polled, the polling list will be resumed at the next station in the following CFP
y le. A typi al medium a ess sequen e during PCF is shown in Figure 6.
A station being polled is allowed to transmit a data frame. In ase of an
unsu essful transmission the station may retransmit the frame after being
repolled or during the next Contention Period.
1.2.1

Superframe stru ture

The a ess point ontrols the a tual medium a ess s heme using a superframe
stru ture as shown in Figure 6. the CFP repetition rate and the length of
the CFP should be determined a ording to the hara teristi s of the timebounded traÆ that has to be onveyed. The value of CFPMaxDuration shall
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Figure 6: Point Coordination Fun tion
be limited to allow the oexisten e of ontention and ontention-free traÆ and
must be limited to provide suÆ ient time to send at least one data frame during
the ontention period (CP). Two problems may arise within the 802.11 frame
stru ture:
1. A foreshortened CFP may o ur after a CP period if the a ess point is
prevented from a essing the hannel due to a busy medium. This results
in delayed transmissions of data frames during CFP ausing additional
delay. A CFP is foreshortened by the amount of delay aused by the
pre eding transmission in the CP.
2. A polled station may transmit frames of any length between 0 and 2312
bytes. At the beginning of a PCF y le the total amount of bytes to be
transmitted by the stations is not known. Due to the variable payload and
duration needed for transmission, the AP may fail to poll all stations in
the polling list during one y le. Stations that have not been polled must
postpone their frames queued for transmission to the next CFP ausing
an additional delay penalty.
In [5℄, they showed that the PCF fun tion should be used for high load
s enarios and to redu e ontention in WLAN ells ontaining a large number of
mobiles. They also showed that that the PCF enhan es the network apa ity.
The DCF works well under low load onditions, but su ers from signi ant
throughput degradation in high load onditions. Waste of bandwidth is aused
by the in reasing time used for negotiating hannel a ess.
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2 Systems of Communi ating Ma hines
In this se tion, the model used to spe ify the proto ol is des ribed. A more
detailed des ription appears in [2℄ and [6℄ .
A system of ommuni ating ma hines is an ordered pair C = (M; V ), where
M

= m1 ; m2 ; :::; mn

is a nite set of ma hines, and
V

= v1 ; v2 ; :::; vk

is a nite set of shared variables, with two designated subsets Ri and Wi spe i ed for ea h ma hine mi . The subset Ri of V is alled the set of read a ess
variables for ma hine mi , and the subset Wi is alled the write a ess variables
for mi .
Ea h ma hine mi 2 M is de ned by a tuple (Si ; s; Li ; Ni ; i ), where
1. Si is a nite set of states;
2. s 2 Si is a designated state alled the initial state of mi ;
3. Li is a nite set of lo al variables ;
4. Ni is a nite set of names, ea h of whi h is asso iated with a unique pair
(p; a), where p is a predi ate on the variables of Li [ Ri, and a is an a tion
on the variables of Li [ Ri [ Wi . Spe i ally, an a tion is a partial fun tion
a : Li

 Ri ! L i  W i

from the values of the lo al variables and read a ess variables to the
values of the lo al variables and write a ess variables.
5. i : Si  Ni ! Si is a transition fun tion, whi h is a partial fun tion from
the states and names of mi to the states of mi .
Ma hines model the entities, whi h in a proto ol system are pro esses and
hannels. The shared variables are the means of ommuni ations between the
ma hines. Intuitively, Ri and Wi are the subsets of V to whi h mi has read and
write a ess, respe tively. A ma hine is allowed to make a transition from one
state to another when the predi ate asso iated with the name of that transition
is true. Upon taking the transition, the a tion asso iated with that name is
exe uted. The a tion hanges the values of lo al and/or shared variables, thus
allowing other predi ates to be ome true.
The sets of lo al and shared variables spe ify a name and range for ea h.
In most ases, the range will be a nite or ountable set of values. For proper
operation, the initial values of some or all of the variables should be spe i ed.
A system state tuple is a tuple of all ma hine states. That is, if (M; V ) is
a system of n ommuni ating ma hines, and si , for 1  i  n, is the state of
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ma hine mi , then the n-tuple (s1 ; s2 ; :::; sn ) is the system state tuple of (M; V ).
A system state is a system state tuple, plus the outgoing transitions whi h are
enabled. Thus two system states are equal if every ma hine is in the same state,
and the same outgoing transitions are enabled.
The global state of a system onsists of the system state tuple, plus the
values of all variables, both lo al and shared. It may be written as a larger tuple,
ombining the system state tuple with the values of the variables. The initial
global state is the initial system state tuple, with the additional requirement
that all variables have their initial values. The initial system state is the system
state su h that every ma hine is in its initial state, and the outgoing transitions
are the same as in the initial global state.
A global state orresponds to a system state if every ma hine is in the same
state, and the same outgoing state transitions are enabled. Clearly, more than
one global state may orrespond to the same system state.
Let  (s1 ; n) = s2 be a transition whi h is de ned on ma hine mi . Transition
 is enabled if the enabling predi ate p, asso iated with the name n is true.
Transition  may be exe uted whenever mi is in state s1 and predi ate p is
true (enabled). The exe ution of  is an atomi a tion, in whi h both the state
hange and the a tion a asso iated with n o ur simultaneously.

3 Spe i ation of the PCF Proto ol
In this se tion, the PCF proto ol is spe i ed. In 3.1, we present the basi assumptions of the model. In 3.2, we des ribe how we model the shared medium.
In 3.3, we provide the spe i ations of the three main entities of the PCF
proto ol: the a ess point, the pollable stations, and the non-pollable stations.

3.1 Assumptions
The following are assumed:
 We have a total of NSTA stations of whi h NPoll, NPoll  NSTA, are pollable stationsand the remaining NSTA- NPoll stations are non-pollable.
 The address of a station is its number, i.e. the range of valid addresses
is 0.. NSTA- 1 plus the spe ial address BROADCAST that is used for
broad ast messages sent from the a ess point.
 Stations an only send uni ast messages, i.e. no multi ast or broad ast
messages are allowed from stations.
 The environment is error free, i.e. there are no ommuni ation errors,
all stations onform to the spe i ations, no addresses are used that are
outside the valid range, et .
 There is only one point oordinator (i.e. one a ess point working in the
BSS mode). This removes the ase of multiple overlapping a ess points.
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We onsider only one type of the management frames, whi h is the Bea on
frame used for the timing of the PCF proto ol.
The time variables PCF PERIOD (duration for the PCF period), DCF PERIOD
(duration for the DCF period), SIFS, PIFS, ONE POLL T (time needed
to send a poll to a station and for the station to send the minimum pay
load), and BEACON PERIOD (time between bea ons) are set by an external entity to the spe i ation.
The asso iation fun tions used to add a station to the polling list of an
a ess point is not handled. That is, an external entity will determine the
state of ea h station.
We do not model bu ering of data at the a ess point. The model only
aptures the number of data pa kets bu ered for ea h station.

3.2 Modeling the 802.11 Shared Medium
The physi al ommuni ation medium of the 802.11 network is shared between
all stations. Some abstra tion from reality is ne essary. We are not attempting
to model the ele tri al signals on the physi al medium. We model the medium
as a shared global variable between all entities. The medium variable has the
following elds (shown in Figure 7):
 Bea on: A ag set to 1 if the message on the medium is a Bea on message.
 ToDS: A ag set to 1 if the data message is from a station, set to zero
otherwise.
 End: A ag set to 1 if the message on the medium is an CF END message,
i.e. end of ontention free period.
 Poll: A ag set to 1 if the a ess point wants to poll a station.
 NullData: A ag set to 1 if the message on the medium ontains no data.
 A k: A ag set to 1 if the message on the medium ontains an a knowledgment for a previously sent data message.
 Duration: A eld to store the remaining time in the PCF period.
 DA: A eld to store the destination address of the message on the medium.
In a tual 802.11 networks, some messages are broad ast messages, e.g. the
Bea on messages, that should be heard by all the stations. In the spe i ation,
these messages are denoted as messages that have a destination address set
to BROADCAST. In order to model this situation, we make the a ess point
insure that all entities hear the broad ast message before it lears the medium.
This is a omplished by using a shared array AllHeard[0..NSTA- 1℄ that has an
entry for ea h station. The entry for station i is set to true by the station if this
station heard the last broad ast message sent by the a ess point. When all the
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entries of the AllHeard array are true, the a ess point an lear the medium
and the operation of the proto ol ontinues. Figure 7 shows the Medium and
AllHeard shared variables.
We ould have another entity, for example a ontroller as in [7℄, that is
responsible for ontrolling the shared medium. However, we hose to use the
a ess point as this simpli es the spe i ation.

3.3 Formal spe i ation
Without loss of generality, we assume the the pollable stations have the rst
NPoll addresses. The spe i ations of the PCF proto ol onsists of the global
variables (Figure 7), lo al and timer variables for the a ess point (Table 1),
the state ma hine and the predi ate-a tion table for the a ess point (Figure 8
and Table 3), the lo al and timer variables for stations (Table 2), the state
ma hine and the predi ate-a tion table for the pollable stations (Figure 9 and
Table 4),the state ma hine and the predi ate-a tion table for the non-pollable
stations (Figure 10 and Table 5), the state ma hines and predi ate-a tion tables
for the timers (Figure 11 and Tables 6 through 8), and the initial state.
For the a ess point, states 0 and 1 send a Bea on, a broad ast message,
and make sure that all stations heard it before the a ess point an pro eed. In
state 2, the a ess point loops through the set of pollable stations in a round
robin fashion.
For the urrent pollable station, denoted by the variable CurPSTA, the
a ess point sets the Poll eld of the medium to 1 and he ks if it has data to
this station, by onsulting the array PData. If this is the ase, the a ess point
sets the NullData ag in the medium to 0, otherwise, it is set to 1. If there is a
pending a knowledgment, the variable A kNeeded is true, the a ess point sets
the A k eld of the medium to 1, otherwise, it is set to 0. This a knowledgment
is piggyba ked and is not ne essarily a knowledging a data pa ket for the polled
station (making use of the fa t that all stations will hear the message due to
the shared medium). In all ases, the a ess point moves to state 4 waiting
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for a reply from the polled station, whi h is mandated by the 802.11 standard
to di erentiate between a "no-traÆ " situation and error situations, su h as
ollisions with other overlapping 802.11 networks. Note that the a ess point
annot, however, send a poll if the remaining time in the urrent ontention
free period is not enough for the polled station to send a data message with
minimum length.
If the a ess point re eives data in reply to its poll, it sets the A kNeeded ag
to indi ate that an a knowledgment is required. If the data message re eived
is destined to a non-pollable station, it sets the DataNPoll to the address of
the non-pollable station (this is the only data intera tion with a non-pollable
station in the ontention free period). If the data message re eived is destined
to another pollable station, the a ess point stores the data in a bu er for this
station (not expli itly modeled in this spe i ation) and sets the PData array
entry for the pollable station to true, indi ating the availability of data for this
station. In all ases, the a ess point returns to state 2 after in rementing the
CurPSTA variable using modulo NPoll arithmeti .
If the a ess point has data to a non-pollable station, it will send it to the
station address (stored in the DataNPoll variable) and move to state 3 waiting
for a reply before it ontinues its normal operations.
Periodi ally, the a ess point sends Bea on messages to other stations ontaining the remaining time till the end of the ontention free period (the MBeaon transition). This helps stations that were in sleep mode to know the remaining time in the urrent ontention free period.
At the end of the ontention free period, the a ess point sends a CF END
message and moves to state 5 waiting for all stations to hear the CF END
message. After that, the DCF period starts and the a ess point moves to
state 6. After the end of the DCF period, a new PCF period starts.
The operation of a pollable station is a response to the a tions taken by the
a ess point. When a station re eives a Bea on message from the a ess point,
it updates its NAV to the Duration value in the message on the medium. This
ensures that the station will not try to a ess the medium improperly until
the end of the ontention free period. If the station has data to send (states 3
and 4) it sends the data and sets the a knowledgment eld of the medium to
1 if the message re eived from the a ess point ontained data, otherwise the
a knowledgment ag is set to 0. If the station does not have data to send and
the message re eived from the a ess point ontained data, then the station
sends an a knowledgment ba k to the a ess point (state 5). If no data was
re eived from the a ess point and the station does not have data to send,
the station must send a Null message. As spe i ed by the standard, a polled
station an only send one data pa ket per poll.
If the station re eives a periodi Bea on message, it updates its NAV a ordingly. When the station re eives an End message from the a ess point,
it moves to state 6 and waits there until all other stations have heard the
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same message. After that a DCF period starts and after it nishes, the station
returns to state 0 waiting for the start of a new ontention free period.
For a non-pollable station, when it re eives a Bea on message from the
a ess point, it updates its NAV to the Duration value in the message on the
medium. The only data intera tion for a non-pollable station in the ontention
free period is re eiving and a knowledging messages sent by the a ess point.
This is a omplished in states 1 and 2. If the station re eives a periodi Bea on
message, it updates its NAV a ordingly. When the station re eives an End
message from the a ess point, it moves to state 3 and waits there until all
other stations have heard the same message. After that a DCF period starts
and after it nishes, the station returns to state 0 waiting for the start of a new
ontention free period.
The a ess point uses three types of timers:
 IFS T: used to determine the period for the a ess point to wait before
sending a message (inter-frame spa ing).
 Remain T: used to determine the length of the PCF and DCF periods.
 Bea on T: used to determine the bea on interval.
All three timers have identi al state ma hines (shown in Figure 11). The
ounter is ontinuously de remented in state 0 until it rea hes 0. In this ase,
the ounter moves to state 1 where it waits for the a ess point to reset it again
to return to the start state.
The stations use the rst 2 timers and their spe i ations are the same as
those of the a ess point.
The initial state of the system is that all entities are in state 0, the medium
is idle and the initial value for the other global and lo al variables are as shown
in tables 1 and 2.

4 Analysis of the PCF Proto ol
Analysis of the proto ol is done in order to prove that the proto ol has ertain
desirable properties of orre tness. These orre tness properties for proto ols
an be grouped into two lasses: safety properties and liveness properties.
Safety properties guarantee that the ommuni ation is free from some types
of errors; liveness properties, also alled progress properties, guarantee that
ertain positive steps will o ur. An example of a safety property is freedom
from deadlo ks. A liveness property might state that \if a station has a data
frame to send, it will send it in a nite time".
A well known analysis method for ommuni ation proto ols alled rea hability analysis, has often been used with the ommuni ating nite state ma hine
model [8℄ to prove safety properties. Three of these safety properties are freedom from three types of errors: deadlo ks, unspe i ed re eptions, and nonexeutable transitions. A deadlo k o urs when all ma hines in the network rea h
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a state whi h they annot transition out of, whi h is not the designated nal
state. An unspe i ed re eption o urs when a ma hine has pla ed a message in
the ommuni ation hannel to another ma hine, and the destination ma hine
is not able to remove the message from the hannel. a nonexe utable transition
is one whi h is spe i ed but an never o ur.
In this se tion, we show that the PCF proto ol, as spe i ed, is free from
deadlo ks and nonexe utable transitions. The unspe i ed re eption error ondition is de ned for the CFSM model and is not learly de ned for the model of
this paper, be ause of the di eren es in the two models [9℄. After proving the
safety properties in se tion 4.1, liveness properties are dis ussed in se tion 4.2.

4.1 Safety properties
Lemma 1

in state 1.

If the a ess point in in state 2 then all the other stations must be

By ontradi tion: Assume the lemma is not true, then there exists at
least one station whose state is not 1 and the a ess point state is 2. Take one
of these stations. We have 2 ases:
1. This station is a pollable station:
The station annot be in state 2 through 5 as the only way to enter these
states is through 1 by re eiving a poll from the a ess point. The a ess
point an only send a poll in state 2, when the transition Pollable is
enabled, thus moving to state 4. In order for the a ess point to leave
state 4 and return to 2, the station must leave its state returning to 1,
whi h ontradi ts our assumption that the station is in one of the states
2 through 5 while the a ess point is in state 2.
The station annot be in state 6 either as the only way to enter this
states is through 1 by re eiving an End message from the a ess point.
The a ess point an only send an End message in state 2, when the
transition Tx End is enabled, thus moving to state 5. In order for the
a ess point to return to state 2, the transition path (Pro eed, DCF,
Tx SBea on, Pro eed) must be taken. This an only happen when all the
pollable stations, in luding this station, take the transition path (Wait,
DCF, Wait, Rx SBea on). This an only happen by the station leaving
state 6 and ending in state 1, whi h ontradi ts our assumption that the
station is in state 6 while the a ess point is in state 2.
Using similar arguments, the station annot be in states 7 or 0 while the
a ess point is in state 2.
2. This station is a non-pollable station:
The station annot be in state 2 as the only way to enter this state is
through 1 by re eiving a Data message from the a ess point. The a ess
point an only send a Data message to a non-pollable station in state 2,
Proof
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when the transition DNPollable is enabled, thus moving to state q3 . In
order for the a ess point to leave state 3 and return to 2, the station
must leave its state returning to 1, whi h ontradi ts our assumption that
the station is in state 2 while the a ess point is in state 2.
Using the same argument as in the ase of the pollable station, the nonpollable station annot be in states 3, 4 or 0 while the a ess point is in
state 2.
From the above exhaustive two ases, assuming that there exists at least one
station whose state is not 1 and the a ess point state is 2 leads to a ontradi tion, whi h proofs the lemma.
Lemma 2

If the a ess point is in state 2, then the medium must be idle.

The proof an be seen dire tly by noting that all the a tions of the
transitions that lead to state 2 lears the medium.

Proof

If the system is in the initial state, it will go to the state (1; 1; :::; 1; 2),
where the last entry represents the state of the a ess point and the remaining
N ST A entries of the tuple represent the state of the stations.

Lemma 3

In the initial state, only the Tx SBea on transition in the a ess point
is enabled. This makes the a ess point moves to state 1 setting the medium
Bea on bit to 1. This enables the Rx SBea on transition in other stations and
they an pro eed to state 1 where all the transitions are not enabled. The
a ess point annot pro eed from state 1 until all stations have set their entry
in the AllHeard array. In this ase, the a ess point moves to state 2 and the
global state be omes (1; 1; :::; 1; 2).
Proof

Lemma 4

If the system is in a state of the form

(x0 ; x1 ; :::; xNPoll

1 ; y0 ; y1 ; :::; yNSTA

NPoll

1 ; 2)

where the proto ol has N P oll pollable stations, represented by xi , and N ST A
N P oll non-pollable stations, represented by yi , and an a ess point, represented
as the last element in the tuple, then the system will eventually leave this form
but will return to this form in a nite number of steps.
Proof From Lemma 1, all stations must be in state 1, i.e. all xi 's and yi 's are
equal to 1. Moreover, the medium must be idle from Lemma 2. This means that
the hange of the global state an only o ur by the a ess point pro eeding to
a di erent state (all other stations require the medium to be not idle in order
to leave state 1). For the a ess point, we have the following ases:
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1. IFS T= 0 ^ Remain T=0: In this ase, only the Tx End transition is
enabled and the a ess point moves to state 5 leading to a hange of the
global state and enabling the Rx End transition in other stations. The
a ess point annot pro eed until all stations have heard the End message
and set their AllHeard entry to true. In this ase, the Pro eed transition
in the a ess point is enabled whose a tion enables the Wait transition in
other stations. After that, we have a DCF period and after it nishes, we
have a Pro eed/Wait state transition whi h leads the system to the initial
state. From Lemma 3, the system will return to the state
(x0 ; x1 ; :::; xNPoll

1 ; y0 ; y1 ; :::; yNSTA

NPoll

1 ; 2):

2. IFS T= 0 ^ (Remain T- ONE POLL T) > 0 ^ Bea on T > 0 ^ DataNPoll= -1: In this ase, only the Pollable transition is enabled and the
a ess point moves to state 4 leading to a hange of the global state and enabling only one pollable station (depending on the DA eld of the medium)
and enabling one of the transitions (depending on the medium value). The
station then sends a reply to the a ess point after SIFS period depending
on its state and returning to state 1. This enables the a ess point to return to state 2 leading to the global state (x0 ; x1 ; :::; xNPoll 1 ; y0 ; y1 ; :::; yNSTA NPoll
3. IFS T= 0 ^ Bea on T > 0 ^ (Remain T- ONE POLL T) > 0 ^ DataNPoll 6= -1: In this ase, only the NDPollable transition is enabled and the
a ess point moves to state 3 leading to a hange of the global state and
enabling only one non-pollable station (depending on the DA eld of the
medium) and enabling the Rx Data transition. The station then sends an
a knowledgment to the a ess point after SIFS period returning to state
1. This enables the a ess point to return to state 2 leading to the global
state (x0 ; x1 ; :::; xNPoll 1 ; y0 ; y1 ; :::; yNSTA NPoll 1 ; 2).
4. Bea on T= 0 ^ Medium= 0 ^ IFS T = 0: In this ase, only the Tx MBea on
transition is enabled and the a ess point moves to state 7 leading to a
hange of the global state and setting the Bea on bit of the medium
to true. This enables the Rx MBea on transition of all the stations.
Ea h station sets its AllHeard entry to true and returns to 1. This enables the a ess point to return to state 2 leading to the global state
(x0 ; x1 ; :::; xNPoll 1 ; y0 ; y1 ; :::; yNSTA NPoll 1 ; 2).
From the above exhaustive ases, the lemma is proved.
Theorem 1 (Safety)

The PCF proto ol as spe i ed is free from deadlo k states.

From Lemma 3, Starting from the initial state, the system moves to the
global state (1; 1; :::; 1; 2). From Lemma 4, the system will always return to the
same state, i.e. there is always progress, and hen e no deadlo k states.
Proof

Corollary 1

tions.

The PCF proto ol as spe i ed is free from nonexe utable transi-
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1 ; 2).

The orollary states that every transition is exe utable, i.e. there are no unrea hable 'lines of ode'. The orollary an be proved by working through the
proofs of the lemmas, and noting that all transitions are exe utable at some
point.

4.2 Liveness properties
Theorem 2 (Liveness)

of superframes.

Ea h pollable station will be polled in a nite number

Proof At ea h PCF period, the a ess point must poll at least one pollable
station (as spe i ed in the standard). This means that the worst ase waiting
time for a station happens when the a ess point polls only one station per
PCF period. Sin e the a ess point uses round robin s heduling, the maximum
number of superframes before a station is polled is NPoll.

The above proof shows that if a station has data to send, it will get a han e
to transmit after at most NPoll superframes. However, the length of both
the PCF and DCF periods are variable, as shown in Figure 5 and the DCF
period length may be unbounded due to ollisions. In a more real IEEE 802.11
network, the use of ba ko timers and di erent inter-frame spa ing priorities
lessens these e e ts.

4.3 Dis ussion
The fa t that the PCF spe i ation is free from deadlo ks stems from the synhronized nature of the operation in the ontention free period. The operations
in the ontention free period works at alternating y les from the a ess point
sending a poll to a station and waiting for a reply, whi h is guaranteed by the
standard and the assumption of freedom from transmission errors. Even if the
assumption of freedom from the transmission errors was relaxed, the standard
indi ates that the a ess point must wait for a reply to ome within a PIFS
period. If a reply does not ome within this period, the a ess point moves to
the next station in the polling list. So progress is still guaranteed. This an be
modeled by a timeout timer in the a ess point. We leave that to future work.
The liveness property is guaranteed be ause of the round robin s heduling
me hanism at the a ess point and the minimum length of the ontention free
period. However, as we indi ated above, the length of both the PCF and DCF
periods are variable, as shown in Figure 5 and the DCF period length may be
unbounded due to ollisions. In more real IEEE 802.11 networks, the use of
ba ko timers and di erent inter-frame spa ing priorities lessens these e e ts.
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5 Con lusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introdu ed a formal model for the IEEE 802.11 Point Coordination Fun tion proto ol using a Systems of Communi ating Ma hines spe i ation. We proved that the PCF proto ol as spe i ed is free from deadlo ks
and unexe utable transitions. We also showed that the proto ol has liveness
property in that ea h station in the polling list will be polled after a ertain
number of superframes. The model uses shared variables for ommuni ation
between entities. The shared medium was modeled as a shared variable. The
proto ol modeled was the basi PCF proto ol spe i ed in the IEEE 802.11
standard with some abstra tion.
The original IEEE standard spe ify the proto ol using the SDL-92 modeling
language. We believe that both the SDL model and the Systems of Communiating Ma hines model are important. The latter is important for simpli ity of
illustration of the proto ol and for ease of proving the safety and liveness properties. The former is needed for the detail des ription of the proto ol and the
intera tion between the physi al and MAC layers. Moreover, sin e the 802.3
CSMA/CD MAC proto ol have been modeled using the Systems of Communi ating Ma hines model [7, 9℄, it is easier to spe ify the bridging fun tion of
the a ess point, that onne ts the wireless medium to the wired medium. The
IEEE standard for the 802.11 proto ol uses the SDL-92 language as spe i ed
above and for the 802.3 uses the programming language Pas al (with some extensions) [9℄. By using the same model for both proto ols, a translation need
to be made only between proto ols (whi h an be diÆ ult enough on its own),
and not also between proto ol models.
A proof was given that the proto ol is free from deadlo ks. A full global
or system state rea hability analysis proved to be impra ti al due to the large
number of states; instead, the proof was based on invariant te hniques [9℄. One
te hnique is to state the desired property as an assertion, or invariant, and prove
that the set of states satisfying the invariant is losed; that is, if the system is
in a state satisfying the invariant, then it must remain in state whi h satis es
the invariant. In this paper, no invariant was expli itly stated; however, the
proof we gave an be viewed as showing that the set of deadlo k-free states is
losed. We also showed that the proto ol does not ontain any nonexe utable
transitions.
Another orre tness property whi h of interest in proto ol veri ation is
liveness. This an be seen as a guarantee that something \good" will happen,
su h as the su essful transfer of data from one ma hine to another. In the
PCF proto ol, we proved that ea h pollable station will be given a han e
to transmit, i.e. it will be polled by the a ess point, after a xed number
of superframes. However, the length of both the PCF and DCF periods are
variable, as shown in Figure 5 and the DCF period length may be unbounded
due to ollisions. In a tual IEEE 802.11 network, the use of ba k-o timers and
di erent inter frame spa ing priorities lessens these e e t.
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Figure 8: Spe i ation for the a ess point (PC)
The spe i ed PCF proto ol is fair in terms that ea h pollable station will
get a turn to transmit. This is true be ause the a ess point, whi h is the point
oordinator, uses round robin s heduling.
For future work, other fun tions related to the PCF proto ol, su h as the
asso iation fun tions whi h are used to add a station to the polling list of an
a ess point, an be modeled. In orporating the DCF proto ol into the model
is a natural extension to the work. Relaxing the assumptions in the urrent
model is another dire tion for future work. For example, the assumption that
the environment is error free an be relaxed by allowing transmission error
to o ur. This an be modeled by another pro ess that alter the medium
to simulate transmission errors. Modeling an entire ESS and the intera tions
between di erent a ess points, and further analysis of the proto ol are two
other possibility for future work.
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Table 1: Lo al, global, and timer variables spe i ation for the a ess point
Variable
name

STAType
CurPSTA
PData

DataNPoll

Range

Initial value

array [0..NSTA- 1℄ of
fpollable, non-pollableg
0..NPoll- 1
0
array [0..NPoll- 1℄ of in- 0
teger
-1.. NSTA- 1

Lo al /
Global

L

L
L

-1

L

false

L

AllHeard

array [0.. NSTA- 1℄ of false
boolean

G

IFS T

integer

PIFS

G

Remain T

integer

PCF PERIOD G

Bea on T

integer

BEACON T

A kNeeded boolean
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G

Purpose

StationType[i℄ stores the
type of the ith station
urrent pollable station
PData[i℄ is the number
of messages bu ered in
the AP to the ith pollable
station
address for a nonpollable station for
whi h the AP has data
to send, -1 if none
true if the AP re eived
a data pa ket that needs
a knowledgment
When all elements are
true ! all stations have
heard a message
Controls the IFS (Shared
with the timer)
Controls the superframe
duration (Shared with
the timer)
Controls the bea on interval (Shared with the
timer)

Table 2: Lo al, global, and timer variables spe i ation for stations
Variable

Range

name

Initial value

Lo al /
Global

NAV

integer

L

HaveData

boolean

L

Address

0.. NSTA- 1

L

AllHeard

array [0.. NSTA- 1℄ of false
boolean

G

IFS T

integer

G

PIFS

DCF

Wait

l

Tx_Nul

n Rx_SBeacon

Wait

Holds the remaining time
of the urrent PCF period
True if the station has
data to send (set by an
external entity)
Holds the destination address of the data to be
transmitted (set by an
external entity)
When all elements are
true ! all stations have
heard a message
Controls the IFS (Shared
with the timer)
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Figure 9: Spe i ation for a Pollable Station i
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Table 3: Predi ate a tion table for the AP
Transition

Enabling predi ate

= 0 ^ M edium = 0

Tx SBea on

IF S T

Tx End

Remain T= 0 ^ IFS T= 0

DCF

Remain T= 0 ^ Medium= 0 ^
AllHeard[0..NSTA- 1℄= true
IFS T= 0 ^ (Remain TONE POLL T) > 0 ^ Beaon T > 0 ^ DataNPoll= -1

Pollable

Rx Data+A k Medium.(ToDS,
A k)= (1, 0, 1)

NullData,

Rx Data

Medium.(ToDS,
A k)= (1, 0, 0)

NullData,

Rx A k

Medium.(ToDS,
NullData,
A k)= (1, 1, 1)
Medium.(ToDS,
NullData,
A k)= (1, 1, 0)
IFS T= 0 ^ DataNPoll 6= -1
^ Bea on T > 0 ^ (Remain TONE POLL T) > 0

Rx Null
DNPollable
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A tion

IFS T=
SIFS;
Remain T=
PCF PERIOD; Bea on T= BEACON PERIOD; Medium.(Bea on,
ToDS, End, Poll, NullData, A k,
Duration, DA)
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
Remain T, BROADCAST);
Remain T=
DCF PERIOD;
Medium.(Bea on,
ToDS, End,
Poll, NullData, A k, DA)
(0,
0, 1, 1, 1, A kNeeded? 1: 0,
BROADCAST); A kNeeded= false;
IFS T= PIFS; AllHeard[0..NSTA1℄= false
Medium.(Bea on, ToDS, End, Poll,
NullData, A k, DA)
(0, 0, 0, 1,
(PData[CurPSTA℄=0)? 1: 0, A kNeeded? 1: 0, CurPSTA); A kNeeded= false; if (PData[CurPSTA℄
> 0) ! PData[CurPSTA℄- -;
A kNeeded=
true;
if
STAType(DA)=
pollable
!
PData[DA℄++; else DataNPoll=
DA; CurPSTA= CurPSTA  1;
Medium= 0; IFS T= SIFS;
A kNeeded=
true;
if
STAType(DA)=
pollable
!
PData[DA℄++; else DataNPoll=
DA ; CurPSTA= CurPSTA  1;
Medium= 0; IFS T= SIFS;
CurPSTA= CurPSTA  1;
Medium= 0; IFS T= SIFS;
CurPSTA= CurPSTA  1;
Medium= 0; IFS T= SIFS;
Medium.(Bea on, ToDS, End, Poll,
NullData, A k, DA)
(0, 0, 0, 0,
0, A kNeeded? 1: 0, DNPollable);
(DNPollable, A kNeeded)= (-1, 0)

Rx A kNP

M edium: T oDS; A k

(

Tx MBea on

Bea on T

Pro eed

AllHeard[0..NSTA- 1℄= true

= 0 ^ IF S

) = (1; 1)
T

=0

DataNPoll= -1; Medium= 0;
IFS T= SIFS;
Bea on T= BEACON PERIOD ^
Remain T 6= 0; Medium.(Bea on,
ToDS, End, Poll, NullData, A k,
Duration, DA)
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
Remain T, BROADCAST); IFS T=
SIFS;
Medium= 0; AllHeard[0..NSTA- 1℄=
false;
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Table 4: Predi ate a tion table for a pollable station i
Transition

Rx SBea on

Enabling predi ate

NAV= Medium.Duration; AllHeard[i ℄= true
Rx End
M edium:E nd = 1
Remain T= DCF PERIOD;
NAV= 0; AllHeard[i ℄= true
DCF
Remain T= 0 ^ Medium= 0
AllHeard[i℄= true
Rx Data TX
Medium.(ToDS, Poll, NullData, DA) = IFS T= SIFS
(0, 1, 0, i) ^ HaveData
Tx Data+A k
IFS T= 0
Medium.(Bea on, ToDS, End,
Poll, NullData, A k)= (0, 1, 0,
0, 0, 1); HaveData= false
Rx NoData TX
Medium.(ToDS, Poll, NullData, DA) = IFS T= SIFS
(0, 1, 1, i) ^ HaveData
Tx Data
IFS T= 0
Medium.(Bea on, ToDS, End,
Poll, NullData, A k, DA)= (0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, Address); HaveData= false;
Rx Data NoTX
Medium.(ToDS, Poll, NullData, DA) = IFS T= SIFS
(0, 0, 0, i) _ (Medium.(ToDS, Poll,
NullData, DA) = (0, 1, 0, i) ^ not
HaveData)
Tx A k
IFS T= 0
Medium.(Bea on, ToDS, End,
Poll, NullData, A k, DA)= (0,
1, 0, 0, 1, 1, AP)
Rx NoData NoTX M edium:(T oDS; P oll; N ullData; DA) = IFS T= SIFS
(0; 1; 1; i)^ not HaveData
Tx Null
IFS T= 0
Medium.(Bea on, ToDS, End,
Poll, NullData, A k, DA)= (0,
1, 0, 0, 1, 0, AP)
Rx MBea on
M edium:Bea on = 1 ^ AllH eard[i℄ =
NAV= Medium.Duration; Allf alse
Heard[i ℄= true;
Wait
AllHeard[i℄= false
M edium:Bea on

=1

A tion
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Table 5: Predi ate a tion table for a non-pollable station i
Transition

Rx SBea on

Enabling predi ate

A tion

NAV= Medium.Duration; AllHeard[i ℄= true
Rx End
M edium:E nd = 1
Remain T= DCF PERIOD;
NAV= 0; AllHeard[i ℄= true
DCF
Remain T= 0^ Medium= 0
AllHeard[i℄= true
Rx Data
Medium.(ToDS, Poll, NullData, DA)= IFS T= SIFS
(0, 0, 0, i)
Tx A k
IF S T = 0
Medium.(Bea on, ToDS, End,
Poll, NullData, A k)= (0, 1, 0,
0, 1, 1)
Rx MBea on M edium:Bea on = 1 ^ AllH eard[i℄ = NAV= Medium.Duration; Allf alse
Heard[i ℄= true
Wait
AllHeard[i℄= false
M edium:Bea on

=1

Table 6: Predi ate a tion table for the IFS Timer
Transition

De
Expired
Start

Enabling predi ate

0
=0
> 0

IF S T >
IF S T
IF S T

A tion

IFS T= IFS T- 1

Table 7: Predi ate a tion table for the Phase Period Timer
Transition

De
Expired
Start

Enabling predi ate

0
=0
> 0

Remain T >
Remain T
Remain T

A tion

Remain T= Remain T- 1

Table 8: Predi ate a tion table for the bea on interval timer
Transition

De
Expired
Start

Enabling predi ate

0
=0
> 0

Bea on T >
Bea on T
Bea on T

A tion

Bea on T= Bea on T- 1
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